**Speedtype / Account Guidelines**

For SpeedTypes that begin with OSA, RES, SPC or TRN:
Always use account 410010 for Income
Use account 5xxxx0 where xxxx is your old Expense Class for Expenses

For SpeedTypes that begin with CSR, OPR, VSN or INS:
Use account 5xxxx0 where xxxx is your old Expense Class for Expenses

For SpeedTypes that begin with ANN, CIP, END, FHB, INC, LON or PLT:
You must supply an appropriate account

For SpeedTypes that begin with ADV, AEXP, AFG, AGY, CASH, DEPT, DINC, GIFT, INVT, IVST, LOC, PLDG, PRPD, PTY, PYBL, RECV or RSRV:
The account is populated automatically by the SpeedType.